PIONEERS CO-OP.
PO BOX 6425
JACKSON, MI 49204
WEB: http://pioneerstss.com
E-MAIL: pioneerstss@hotmail.com
(517) 888-4328

TUITION BILLING INFORMATION
FOR 6th–12th GRADE CLASSES
➢ The PIONEERS program is designed to provide 36 weeks of instruction, mastering a given curriculum
or academic focus in a “traditional” 36-week school year. At the high school level, PIONEERS
endeavors to provide instruction and homework that is comparable to the traditional Carnegie Unit
measure used in calculating a high school credit. A basic Carnegie unit represents approximately 225
minutes of instruction and learning per week. For each tutorial level class completed at PIONEERS, a
student earns one comparable traditional “Carnegie Unit of Credit”. The credit is a basic term used to
determine the completion of a specific academic discipline. Homework is generally assigned with the
expectation that an average student will spend 45-60 minutes per day each day of the traditional school
week. Parents need to remember that homework assignments reflect the completion time of the
average student, and can vary from student to student.
➢ The weekly tuition rate on the student worksheet schedule reflects 36 weeks of instruction and
homework. PIONEERS meets onsite for 28 weeks during the co-op year. However, homework and
lesson plans are provided for the eight weeks the students work offsite at home. PIONEERS instructors
are responsible for the planning and provision of lesson plans, as well as checking the homework
completed on the off weeks, even though the instructor does NOT teach onsite every week. Teachers
are available via email and phone during the off weeks to offer any additional tutorial support that may
be needed for students to complete assignments on the offsite weeks.
➢ PIONEERS billing will be broken down into two semesters. The first semester will reflect the cost of the
class(es) divided by five months (September – January). The second semester billing will reflect the
cost of the class(es) divided by four months. Adding both semesters together will equal the total cost for
the specific class for the year.
➢ Questions pertaining to your PIONEERS bill should always be directed to the Accounting Department,
not PIONEERS teachers or the administrative staff. Your questions and concerns are most welcome
and can be directed to the Accounting Office via email or in person on PIONEERS Wednesdays.
➢ All Information below is tentative and is subject to cancelation or changes according to enrollment
interest and tutor availability in each class. Classes of less than 4 students enrolled, may be subject to
a price increase of and additional $1.00/class in an effort to keep the class open for students and
financially feasible for tutor.

6th — 12th Grade Class Tuition Pricing for Full Year Classes
Classes
Tuition Price Breakdown (Prices may increase $1/class if
enrollment is less than 4 students.)

Tutorial
(28 on-site classes + 8 additional weeks of off-site assignments = 36 weeks)
Enrichment

Approximate
Weekly Breakdown Monthly Rate

Yearly Rate

$6.25

$25.00

$225.00

$5.50

$22.00

$198.00

$2.00

$6.22

$56.00

(28 on-site classes w/limited weekly homework assigned offsite = 36 weeks)

Study Halls
(no homework so based on 28 on-site weeks)
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